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SW5 Talking Alarm Watch Instructions
There are four (4) buttons on this watch. The top right button is
the only button that is raised, the other three are recessed. You
will need a pointed object, such as a pen or a paper clip to push the
recessed buttons.
TR = Top right button
BR = Bottom right button
TL = Top left button
BL = Bottom left button
To hear the time, press the TR button and the time will be
announced.
To set time:
 Using a pen or paper clip, press the BR button until you hear
the first “bell” sound and the numbers on the LCD screen
flash.
 Take the pen or paper clip and push the TL button to set the
hour. The hour will be announced as you push the button.
Push this button repeatedly until you hear the correct hour
announcement
 Take the pen or paper clip and push the BL button to set the
minute. The minutes will be announced as you push the
button. Push this button repeatedly until you hear the correct
minute announcement.
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 Once you have set the watch for the correct time, do not push
any buttons for 3 seconds and the correct time will be
announced.
 To check the time setting, press the TR button to hear the
time.

To set alarm:
 Using a pen or paper clip, press the BR button repeatedly
until you have heard two “bell” sounds. The numbers on the
LCD screen will flash and the letters “AL” will be displayed.
 Take the pen or paper clip and push the TL button to set the
hour for the alarm. The hour will be announced as you push
the button. Push this button repeatedly until you hear the
correct hour announcement.
 Take the pen or paper clip and push the BL button to set the
minute. The minutes will be announced as you push the
button. Push this button repeatedly until you hear the correct
minute announcement.
 Once you have set the watch for the alarm time, do not push
any buttons for 3 seconds and the watch will announce
“Alarm, __:__AM”
 After 7 seconds, the display will stop flashing and the current
time will be displayed.
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To turn alarm on:
 Using a pen or paper clip, press the BR button until you hear
a “deet” sound. This sound will let you know that the alarm
is on. There will also be a bell symbol on the display
To turn alarm off:
 Press the BR button repeatedly until you have heard the
“bell” sound three times. The bell symbol will disappear and
the alarm will be off.
NOTE: To have the alarm “snooze”, press the TR button as the
alarm is going off. The alarm will snooze for 10 minutes and
then ring again. To keep the alarm set for the next day, let the
alarm ring for one minute. After this minute, the alarm will stop
ringing and the alarm will still be set for the next day. You may
also use a paper clip or pen and push the TL or BL buttons as
the alarm is going off. This will stop the alarm, but it will still
be set for the next day.
To change alarm sound:
 With a pen or paper clip, push the TL button while the watch
is in regular time mode. If you press the button repeatedly, it
will provide three different alarm sounds for you to choose
from.
This watch takes one (1) CR2032 battery. It is recommended that
you take this to a professional jeweler to have the battery changed.
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